
Adhamm Safford
NEWS WRITER

Following the devastation of Hurricane 
Ida, the University of Louisiana at 
Lafayette established the Student 
Emergency Fund. To date, it has raised 
over $70,000 for students who have been 
impacted by the hurricane.

In early September, UL Lafayette began 
collecting donations for the Student 
Emergency Fund to assist those students 
that were affected by Ida.

“Many UL Lafayette students – almost 
3,900 – are from the southeastern 
Louisiana parishes affected by Hurricane 
Ida… Our goal is to relieve some 
students’ worries about meeting financial 
obligations and remain focused on 
academic success,” wrote Dean of Students 
Margarita Perez in an email calling for 
donations to the fund.

The Student Emergency Fund has 
since raised $70,720 from 225 donors. 
Students affected by Hurricane Ida 
were able to complete an application to 
request emergency funds, and from there 
the University determined how best to 
allocate the money.

According to the application, the 
Student Emergency Fund could cover 

laptops and other computer accessories, 
Internet plans, educational software, costs 
associated with testing or purchasing 
supplies needed for remote learning, 
housing or rent and other essential needs.

When asked about why she believes the 
Student Emergency Fund has been able 
to collect as much money as it did, Perez 
spoke on the compassion inherent to the 
“Ragin’ Cajun spirit.”

“The Ragin’ Cajun spirit is one of caring 
and compassion which drives each of us 
to help one another during difficult times. 

Lending a hand to help others in needs 
is who we are and what our community 
does anytime our students are in need of 
assistance. Our alumni and friends of the 
university stepped up in big ways to help 
our students impacted by Hurricane Ida.”

John Claude Arceneaux, interim 
alumni director at the UL Lafayette 
Alumni Association described the Student 
Emergency Fund as allowing “alumni, 
community supporters, pretty much 
anybody who wanted to donate to the 
effort to go to a single source and donate. 

It’s a way to combine the efforts of all the 
different parties interested in helping into 
a single way to help students at UL.”

Arceneaux further added that he didn’t 
think the Student Emergency Fund would 
accumulate as much money as it did, 
saying “I’m very proud that our alumni, 
our family, our friends, they all stepped 
up. It’s very impressive.”

The UL Lafayette Alumni Association 
played a role in calling for donations to 
the Student Emergency Fund, working 
together with the university and sending 
out emails to all of UL Lafayette’s alumni 
from around the country to ask for 
contributions.

“The alumni support here at UL is very 
generous. Some of the donations did come 
from out of state,” said Arceneaux.

Currently, UL Lafayette is still in the 
process of allocating and distributing the 
funds collected to the students from the 
most impacted areas.

The funds are first processed by the 
UL Foundation, then transferred to the 
Dean of Students for distribution to those 
in need. The money will be placed on 
student accounts, and the students will 
be notified once they receive them. As of 
now, about 230 UL Lafayette students will 
be receiving funds.

Amelia Jennings
MANAGING EDITOR

There were five new COVID-19 cases 
among students, faculty and staff at 
the University of Louisiana at Lafayette 
during the week of Oct. 30, according to 
the university’s COVID-19 dashboard 

on Oct. 25.
According to the dashboard as of 

Monday at 4:51 p.m., the university 
reported that 244 students and 261 
faculty and staff members contracted 
the virus, and 781 students have told the 
university they’ve tested positive. This 
means there have been a total of 1,286 
cases among students, faculty and staff at 

UL Lafayette.
Confirmed positive tests include tests 

taken by Student Health Services and 
UL Lafayette Athletics, as well as tests 
submitted to the university’s human 
resources department by faculty, staff 
and student workers. Self-reported tests 
were taken by off-campus health care 
providers. Students in this category 

sent their results to the dean of students 
themselves, according to the dashboard.

As of Monday, the dashboard displays 
total positive tests since Jan. 4, 2020.

This is an ongoing story. Stay with the 
Vermilion for more updates.

Amelia Jennings
MANAGING EDITOR

On Thursday, Oct. 28, the University 
of Louisiana at Lafayette released a 
statement stating that the university 
would continue to enforce the wearing of 
masks on campus, despite the statewide 
lifting of the mask mandate. 

“The University’s masking protocol has 
worked to successfully limit the spread 
of COVID-19, and we believe leaving 
the policy in place will enable us to 
continue to protect the well-being of the 
campus community,” the email from the 
university reads. 

According to the email, all students 
must wear masks inside, and non 
vaccinated students must wear masks at 
crowded events. 

Some exceptions to the rule include 
faculty who are alone in their offices and 
those who are participating in sports or 
other athletic events. 

This is in line with the current policy, 
which the email states, will continue to be 
in effect. 

“(T)he University of Louisiana at 
Lafayette will continue to follow its 
Interim Face Covering Policy and its 
COVID-19 health and safety guidelines 
through the end of the fall semester,” 
reads the email from the university. 

The statement also says that people 
who are outside on campus are not 
required to wear masks, but they are 

recommended by the university. 
According to Carl Taz Wininger, the 

Director of the Environmental Health & 
Safety Office, there are two main reasons 
why the mask mandate has been kept in 
place. 

The first reason is to prevent 
interruption to the semester caused by a 
spike in COVID-19 cases. 

“The decision was made by the 
administration to continue the mask 
requirement through the end of the 
semester, to keep our numbers down so 
that the students can finish the semester,” 
Wininger said.

The other reason is because UL 
Lafayette is a federal contractor, meaning 
that they receive money from the Federal 
Government and must comply with 
orders from them.

“We have a different set of criteria that 
we have to follow from that executive 
order,” Wininger said. “And part of that 
decision was based on the executive order 
as well.”

The executive order in question is 
number 14042, which states, “This 
order promotes economy and efficiency 
in Federal procurement by ensuring 
that the parties that contract with the 
Federal Government provide adequate 
COVID-19 safeguards to their workers 
performing on or in connection with a 
Federal Government.”

According to Wininger, students have 
mixed feelings on the mandate by the 

university. 
“In my email this morning, I had 

several that were opposed, and I had 
several that were in favor of the decision 
to keep it, and I actually got one email of 
thanks from a student.”

One student, Janssen Dalton, an 
electrical engineering major believes that 
the continuation of the mask mandate is 
ultimately a good thing. 

“I believe that the university’s decision 
to continue the mask mandate is the 
correct course of action to carry on with 
protecting its students upon the fight 
against covid-19,” Dalton wrote in a 
statement to The Vermilion.

He also believes that the mandate will 
allow for the university to go back to 

normal faster. 
With the mandate in place we can 

actually open up the possibility of more 
venues and the lobby’s around the 
university, which is what brings students 
together and gives comfortable places 
for students to study and stay between 
classes,” Dalton wrote in his statement. 

In regards to the future, Wininger said 
that the administration will meet again 
after graduation to discuss what the 
mandate will look like. 

“It’s also from the Federal Government 
risk mandate that we have to abide by the 
executive requirement of UL in addition 
to what our numbers are locally here on 
campus,” he said. 
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Police Reports
Compiled by Adhamm Safford

Oct. 30
l  At 1:33 p.m., an incident involving an overly intoxicated individual occurred 
at Gate E at Cajun Field. They were transported by ambulance to Lafayette 
General.

Oct. 28
l  At 5:47 p.m., a student reported a battery by her dating partner.

Oct. 27
l  At 3:25 p.m., someone reported that she were being harassed by her former 
roommate in Baker Hall. The incident occurred on Oct. 20.

Oct. 26
l  At 8:14 a.m., an officer was dispatched to Parker Hall for a case of simple 
assault between employees.
l  At 2:21 p.m., a lost wallet was found near the Student Union on McKinley 
street, and the owner was contacted.

Oct. 25
l  At 11:06 a.m., a student reported losing their Columbia wallet containing 
$400, ID and debit cards.

Lena Foster
NEWS WRITER

The University Program Council at 
the University of Louisiana at Lafayette 
hosted a “reverse tailgate” this past 
Saturday due to the homecoming game’s 
early start time.

Like other universities during this 
year’s homecoming season, game-time 
was earlier than expected. UL Lafayette’s 
homecoming game began at 11 a.m. This 
time change caused certain cancellations 
and adjustments to be made in the 
homecoming schedule, including UPC’s 
annual student tailgate. 

The student tailgate started after the 
game at 2 p.m. and ended at 5 p.m.

According to Terence Toomer, Jr., 
UL Lafayette’s UPC spirit director, they 
decided to do the “reverse tailgate” 
after they saw LSU do it for their 
homecoming. 

A reverse tailgate is when tailgating 
occurs after the game.

Terence also shared how he saw 
comments and messages on social media 
about how students wanted UL Lafayette 
to have a “reverse tailgate” after hearing 
the news of the gametime moving up.

“We just wanted to go with the 
approach of what the students wanted,” 
Toomer said. 

Terence shared how Student 
Government Association President Reed 
Broussard pitched the idea of allowing all 
students in the UL system to get into the 
homecoming game for free. 

Setup for the student tailgate was from 
Friday, Oct. 29 at noon to Saturday, Oct. 
30 at 7 a.m.

Students were allowed in the tailgate 
area during the game, however, they 

weren’t allowed to play music.
According to Toomer, he understood 

how the TV contracts worked with ESPN 
and the Sun Belt agreement from the 
university standpoint, so he was willing 
to change some of the plans made for 
homecoming. However, Toomer shared 
how some students weren’t too excited 
about the time change. 

“The two to five time, they didn’t 
really like it too much. But it’s so many 
things that UPC does behind the scenes 
that students kind of don’t understand,” 
Toomer said. 

UPC had to undergo some challenges 
to get everything approved and prepared 
for the event. Security arrangements were 
a main issue. 

According to Toomer, they had to 
ensure that the police were able to stay 
long enough for the “reverse tailgate” 
to happen. They were also making sure 
that any additional fees that needed to be 
collected were in order. 

All student organizations and students 
from UL Lafayette and other schools 
were encouraged to take part in the 
event. 

Some students enjoyed the “reverse 
tailgate” and are looking forward to a 
possible repeat for next year. 

“The reverse tailgate turned out really 
well because it allowed people to watch 
the game first then have their own time 
with their peers and family,” Aysa Clark, 
a UL Lafayette freshman nursing student, 
said. “I think it was a great experience 
since we had a homecoming blowout.”

“I think the tailgate was fun and I’d 
definitely do a festivity like that again,” 
Tyasia Richard, a UL Lafayette junior 
majoring in psychology, said. 

Andre Broussard / The Vermilion 

UL students at the reverse tailgate after the Louisiana Ragin’ Cajuns shutout Texas State 
45-0. Saturday, Oct. 30, 2021.

UL hosts reverse 
tailgate ahead of
2021 Homecoming

ATTENTION!
Interested in working as a graphic designer?

Apply online at thevermilion.com

Lena Foster
NEWS WRITER

This year for homecoming, any of the 
students enrolled at the nine schools in 
The Universities of Louisiana system 
gained free admission into the game. 

The Universities of Louisiana include 
Grambling State University, Louisiana 
Tech University, McNeese State 
University, Nicholls State University, 
Northwestern State University, 
Southeastern Louisiana University, 
University of Louisiana at Lafayette, 
University of Louisiana at Monroe and 
The University of New Orleans.

According to the University of 
Louisiana system website “The 
Universities of Louisiana, one of the 
nation’s largest higher education systems, 
is a family of nine distinctive educational 
institutions serving more than 90,000 
students and awarding more than 16,500 
degrees annually.” 

Students from any of these universities 

were allowed to attend the University of 
Louisiana at Lafayette homecoming game 
with free admission.

Jake Longenecker, director of 
marketing and ticket sales, said that 
free admission for the Louisiana 
system schools was an original idea to 
bring more students to the game and 
encouraged attendance at homecoming. 
All students needed to gain entry was 
their school ID card. 

In addition to free admission, all 
students were allowed to bring up to 
three guests instead of one. Student guest 

tickets are only $10, as opposed to regular 
tickets that cost between $30-$70,  and 
are available for friends and family. 

The student’s three guests were granted 
admission with their ticket and watched 
the game in the students section with 
them. 

The homecoming game featured the 
University of Louisiana at Lafayette 
versus Texas State University.

According to the athletics network 
website, “The Ragin’ Cajuns have won 
six straight games, including four 
consecutive Sun Belt Conference games.” 

Kickoff started at 11 a.m. and the game 
was aired on ESPNU.

Students were encouraged to attend 
pregame activities and bring their guests 
early for tailgating and homecoming 
festivities. 

The homecoming events began at 8:30 
a.m. with a parade starting at Blackham 
Coliseum and proceeding to Cajun Field. 

Brianna Franklin and T.J. Wisham 
were nominated and chosen as this year’s 

reigning homecoming king and queen. 
Franklin and Wisham along with the 
eight other members of the court were 
announced and presented during the 
halftime show.

There were various pregame and 
postgame events located at the Oak Tree. 
Concerts by Krossfyre and Cupid Under 
the Oaks were performed for the students 
and Ragin’ Rally at 10 a.m. There were 
also plenty of students tailgating and 
having a good time in preparation for the 
game.

Longenecker commented that 
attendance for the home game had a 
good turnout with at least 5,200 at the 
first game. This year’s homecoming game 
included the additional free admission 
for Louisiana system schools along with 
the three guest tickets to increase the 
number of students that showed up. 
This was a special entry only for the 
homecoming game.

“This year’s homecoming 
game included the additional 
free admission for Louisiana 
system schools along with 
the three guest tickets to 
increase the number of 
students that showed up.” 

UL Lafayette grants free admission 
to system students for Homecoming 
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Zachary Nagy
SPORTS WRITER

With LSU football and Head Coach Ed 
Orgeron announcing their split after this 
season, it brings questions as to who will 
take over coaching duties next season in 
Baton Rouge.

Names that continue to come up to fill 
the void are Penn State’s James Franklin, 
Michigan State’s Mel Tucker, Ole Miss’ 
Lane Kiffin and more importantly, our 
leader, Coach Billy Napier.

Napier’s instant success in Lafayette, 
along with domination in the recruiting 
game, makes him an immediate 
candidate for most Power Five head 
coaching vacancies. Being on staff at 
Clemson, Arizona State and Alabama, 
Napier has no shortage of high-profile 
coaching experience.

Gaining his first head coaching gig in 
Lafayette, he hasn’t looked back. Taking 
the Cajuns from a good program to a 
great program in roughly three seasons, 
Napier’s name has been hot in most 
coaching vacancy spots. 

His love for this city runs deep. 
Receiving looks from Auburn, Tennessee, 
South Carolina and Mississippi State, 
Napier hasn’t blinked at any of the SEC 

schools calling him regularly. Now, 
the real question comes: Does he show 
interest in the LSU head coaching gig?

It’s about as prominent of a position 
as one could have in the college 
landscape. Just two years removed from 
winning a national championship, LSU 
is as dominant as they come in college 
football. 

Napier seems like a realistic fit to take 
over for the Tigers. From a recruiting 
perspective, his Louisiana ties could help 
LSU continue reloading deep talent from 
all over the state. One thing the Tigers 
love to do is keep Louisiana talent close 
to home. With Napier already killing the 
recruiting game for the Cajuns, it seems 
like a match made in heaven. 

Leading the Ragin’ Cajuns to their first 
ever AP Poll ranking, Napier has put this 
program on notice with the rich talent 
he seeks through the transfer portal and 
all around the south. It’s hard to imagine 
what he would do with the consistent 
four and five-star recruits LSU reels in 
each year. 

Napier has been on the radar of SEC 
schools for the last few seasons, but has 
stayed loyal to the school that has given 
him his first chance at being a head 
coach. For LSU, Napier may not be the 

flashy hire Tiger fans are looking for, but 
his instant success in Lafayette and rich 
recruiting ties in Louisiana could make 
him a good fit for Baton Rouge. 

As the success keeps brewing in 
Lafayette, Cajun fans have to appreciate 

the legend of Billy Napier while we can. 
As successful as he is, with a resume 
growing as quickly as his is, the Power 
Five calls and offers will surely be rolling 
through over the next few months. 

Isaac Henry
SPORTS WRITER

The Cajuns topped off an amazing 
UL homecoming week this Saturday 
with a historic shutout of the Texas State 
Bobcats, 45-0. It’s the largest margin of 
victory all-time for the matchup, which 
now stands 8-0 all-time, four of those 
wins coming under head coach Billy 
Napier’s tenure. It’s also the first time the 
Bobcats have been held scoreless since 
2002.

Coming into this game, the obvious 
expectation was a Louisiana win. Across 
their last three conference games, the 
Bobcats defense had allowed no fewer 
than 28 points. 

Texas’ offense had been respectable as 
of late, but with their starting quarterback 
Brady McBride out with an ankle injury, 
they would have to rely on backup Tyler 
Vitt, who had not started a game since 
November 2020.

Meanwhile, the Cajuns’ monstrous 
tandem run game, starring sophomore 
Chris Smith and true freshman Montrell 
Johnson, had powered their recent 
conference wins. Today the backs would 
still prove productive, as Smith would 
break many, many tackles for 75 yards 
and two total touchdowns on just nine 

carries and two receptions. 
The Bobcats spent most of the day 

stacking the box and keeping their 
safeties low to counter them, so the game 
would rely on star quarterback Levi 
Lewis to keep the chains moving and to 
finish drives off, especially in short field 
situations, which is exactly what he did.

With Jake Delhomme’s UL touchdown 
and passing yard records looming 
ever closer, Lewis’ pocket presence 

and decision-making showed in a big 
way. Spreading the wealth would be 
an understatement, as 12 different 
teammates would catch a pass on the day. 
He completed almost 70% of his passes 
on his way to three touchdowns, no 
interceptions and a lone sack. 

With his last touchdown pass, a 
beam to Jalen Williams in the middle 
of the endzone, Lewis tallied his 65th 
touchdown as a Cajun and went down in 

the Louisiana record books for good. 
The other half of the game was a 

marvel to watch, with every position of 
the defense standing out and making 
huge plays. Tayland Humphrey forced 
a fumble on Tech’s second play from 
scrimmage and later blocked a field goal, 
Percy Butler recovered two fumbles and 
delivered a spectacular backfield hit, and 
Eric Garror ran an impressive 25-yard 
return off the game’s lone interception. 
The Bobcats were held to just two third 
down conversions and had a fourth down 
pass late in the game batted away for a 
turnover.

On the Cajun’s last drive, Chandler 
Fields was put under center and soaked 
up the remaining game clock on an 88 
yard drive. UL’s homecoming king T.J. 
Wisham got some shine late in the game, 
rushing three consecutive times at the 
goal line and securing his first collegiate 
touchdown.

This game serves as an example of 
the Cajun’s full potential: a smothering 
defense full of big-time playmakers 
feeding an efficient, tireless dual-threat 
offense. Complemented by sharp 
leadership and bold coaching, there’s no 
keeping this team out of an endzone for 
long.

Is LSU football looking to recruit 
Billy Napier for next head coach? 

Sports

UL makes history at Homecoming with 
landslide win over Texas State Bobcats

Cross country competes at SBC 
Championship, shows consistency
Madelyn Myer
SPORTS EDITOR

The Ragin’ Cajuns cross country team 
competed at the Sun Belt Conference 
Championships over Halloween 
weekend. Individual performances 
were highlighted by Haley Salsbury and 
Louden Boudreaux. 

For the men, Boudreaux came in 41st 
with a time of 26:59. Samuel Avants 
came in 48th with a time of 27:35.3, not 
even a minute behind Boudreaux. Other 
placements included Peyton Chiasson 
(50th), Jacob Marcinkus (53rd) and 
Braden Scalisi (56th). 

On the women’s side, Salsbury finished 
44th with a time of 19:31.7. Abbey 
Marie Ratcliff followed close behind, 
finishing 49th with a time of 19:47.2. 
They were followed by Meredith Hebert 
(57th), Pierra Charles (67th) and Lauren 
Cantrelle (71st). 

As a team, the Ragin’ Cajun men came 
in ninth place with a total of 248 points. 
The women came in 11th with a slightly 
higher number of points with 288. 
Arkansas State, the defending conference 
champions on the women’s side, claimed 
the team titles in both the 6k and 8k.

Earlier in the season, the same names 
could be seen a top the best finished for 
Louisiana. In the season-opening Rice 
Invitational meet, Ratcliff and Boudreaux 
set the standard. Ratcliff finished 35th 
with a time of 15:09.70, while Boudreaux 
finished 38th with a time of 20:33.90. 

Behind Boudreaux was Chiasson 
finishing 46th with a time of 20:53.20. 
Ratcliff was trailed by Rosalie Michot, 
Cantrelle and Salsbury. As a team, the 
women earned sixth in the 4k, while the 
men placed ninth in the 6k. 

The next meet to follow the Rice 
Invitational took place at LSU. Chiasson 
blew everyone at the water with a 23rd 
place result in the 6k. Marcinkus followed 
in 30th place, while Scalisi came in 31st. 
The men’s team came in fourth overall. 

The women did not make an 
appearance on the final leaderboard, 
but still accomplished individual 
feats. Ratcliff finished 24th in the 
5k, leading Louisiana women for the 
second consecutive meet. Cantrelle and 
Charles followed in 32nd and 33rd place 
respectively. 

In the final meet of the season prior 
to the SBC Championships, the men 
placed 29th in the 8k race, while the 

women placed 31st in the 6k. Similar to 
the season-opening Rice Invitational the 
duo of Ratcliff and Boudreaux paced the 
Ragin’ Cajuns. 

Ratcliff led the women with a 172nd 
placement and a time of 23:42.1. 
Salisbury, Hebert and Charles succeeded 
Ratcliff. 

Boudreaux led the men with a 142nd 
placement and a time of 25:52.6. Avants, 

Marcinkus and Scalisi followed behind 
with 177th, 188th and 218th finishes for 
the men.

Strong performances throughout the 
season led to top 15 finishes for both 
squads in the SBC Championships. 
Consistency from Boudreaux, Salsbury 
and Ratcliff elevated the Louisiana team 
this season. 

Photo by Andre Broussard / The Vermilion

Head Coach Billy Napier reviews a play on the video board with referees on the field for the 
2021 homecoming game.

Photo by Andre Broussard / The Vermilion

Nate Snyder (36) kicks a field goal as Rhys Byrns (47) holds.

Photo by Andre Broussard / The Vermilion

Ragin’ Cajuns hurdles at track field
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Cole Broussard
DESIGN MANAGER

Around this time of year, many choose 
to remember loved ones who have died. 
I’m not sure what it is about the air in 
November, but the past seems to linger 
and dance in ways it doesn’t during the 
other months of the year. Perhaps it’s the 
solitude that comes with cold weather and 
the annual transition to sad, slow Lana 
Del Rey songs. 

Whatever the reason, it’s always 
difficult to remember the past, let alone 
experiences that were pretty depressing 
and traumatic. On top of that, this is the 
most stressful point in the semester for 
many. Classes and exams are ramping up 
ahead of finals week, and balancing that 
stress with the idea of remembering the 
dead isn’t very simple. 

Despite what some professors would 
have you believe, school is always, 
always secondary to one’s own personal 
development. In a lot of ways, the things 
you learn are supplemental — you learn 
philosophies and concepts that allow you 
to understand the world and lead a more 
insightful life. 

But in other ways, school contradicts 
the necessary, human experiences that we 
all share. I can’t tell you how many times 
I’ve been shaken out of a period of grief or 
healing to complete an assignment or give 
a presentation. 

For some people, this can be a great 
thing. After all, idle hands are indeed the 
devil’s workshop. For others, though, it 
means that they aren’t fully allowed to 
heal from their trauma. Instead of being 
allowed the time we need to grieve over 
the loss of a loved one, we’re pulled back 
to reality a few days after the funeral. 

We live in a griefless society that doesn’t 
know how to talk about death. Instead 
of in our own homes, we often die in 
hospitals and assisted living facilities 
either around people we don’t know or 
completely alone. It’s a terrible, taboo 
subject that’s often overlooked, perhaps 
because we’re not prepared to confront the 
fears within ourselves and the issues with 
our society as a whole. 

But confront them we must. 
Remembering the dead is important for a 
few reasons, chiefly being the fact that it’s 
an act of love for those departed. It’s a little 
bit of an ego trip, in my humble opinion, 
to fear being forgotten when you die, but 

I can also appreciate how many different 
cultures around the world allow their love 
to extend beyond the grave. 

Marvel’s favorite red guy Vision 
delivered what is now a famous line about 
this, saying “What is grief, if not love 
persevering?” in the Disney+ original 
WandaVision. You can wipe the tears out 
of your eyes now, by the way.

Death is also something we’re all afraid 
of. This generation seems to have a lot 
more anxiety and existential dread than 
ever before, which is probably due to the 
fact that the world finds a new way to end 
every other week. Confronting the anxiety 
surrounding death is worth doing because 

it’ll allow us to come together to spite it. 
It’s something we’ll all have to deal with 
eventually. 

If it helps, I like to think of death as a 
rollercoaster. As you climb the track, you 
have no way of knowing what comes after 
that climactic drop. You hear the people 
ahead of you scream, and it’s scary. When 
it’s your turn, you’ll finally understand 
what it’s like to fall. But until then, take 
time to appreciate just how high you’re 
climbing. The view only gets better and 
better.

Allons
Remembering the dead in a dying world

Graphic by Cole Broussard
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Adhamm Safford
COLUMNIST

Silent Hill 2 was released over 20 
years ago, yet it still remains the most 
horrifying game I’ve played.

Granted, I’m a gigantic baby and don’t 
play all that many horror games, I’d 
rather watch other people do that while 
seated several feet away from my screen. 
But something about this game drew me 
in and stuck with me long after the end-
credits rolled.

The premise is fairly simple: you play 
as James Sunderland who has come to 
the mysterious town of Silent Hill after 
receiving a letter from his wife telling 
him to meet her there. Which is odd, 
considering his wife has been dead for 
three years.

The town is creepy, as you might 
expect, with fog that keeps you from 
seeing further than a few feet ahead, 
and monsters lurking all around. These 
monsters aren’t just grotesque spooky 
abominations, there’s much more to 
them than that.

Each monster in the game represents 
something about James’ psyche. Many 
of them take highly sexualized or 
feminine shapes to represent his sexual 
frustration, while others represent his 
repressed aggression, guilty, or distorted 
perception of reality. 

The town itself mirrors James’ mind as 
well. The further you explore the town, 
the more otherworldly and completely 
unnatural it becomes. Words scrawled 
along the walls that, earlier on just 
seemed like random graffiti, become 
messages that address James by name. 
Later on, the game has James descend 
a staircase and fall through holes in 
the ground far deeper than should be 
humanly possible. This comes just as 
you’re starting to delve into the truth of 
what’s going on in James’ mind.

Adding to the horror of the game are 

the other people still left in Silent Hill. 
Strangely enough, the town isn’t entirely 
abandoned. There’s a few people still 
around that you’ll run into throughout 
the game.

“The people in Silent Hill 
aren’t there to comfort you, 
they’re there to make you 
feel alone.” 
Yet, seeing another human isn’t a 

moment of comfort or warmth. They’re 
not outrightly hostile or anything. 
They’re just off, somehow. Their dialogue 
is often stilted and unnatural, and you 
get this sense that they’re not seeing the 
same things that you are.

I think, more than anything, the 
interactions with the other humans 

in the town are what stuck with me. 
Talking to people and really not being 
able to understand or connect with 
them, and getting a feeling that you’re 
both in entirely separate worlds; that 
was painfully relatable. It’s that familiar 
feeling of being surrounded by people, 
but still feeling that they’re so far away 
from you. The people in Silent Hill aren’t 
there to comfort you, they’re there to 
make you feel alone. To remind you just 
how isolated you are here.

But you do get to know these people, 
at least somewhat. You find out what 
brought them to Silent Hill, and what’s 
keeping them here. It’s through their 
stories, as well as James’, that Silent Hill 2 
explores themes of abuse, mental health, 
sexuality, guilt and grief.

Often, horror is whittled down into 
bite-size pieces. There’s a scary serial 

killer or demon or whatever, and it 
jumps out at you in the theater to spook 
you. And then when you go home, 
you might be a little more wary of the 
shadows in the hallway, but after a little 
while you’ll get over it. And that’s the 
point. It’s supposed to be entertaining, 
and you’re not meant to think about it 
too much after.

But Silent Hill 2 is different. It worms 
its way into your brain and demands 
to be unpacked, for its many layers 
of symbolism and meaning to be 
unraveled. The fog-covered, personal 
hell of Silent Hill stays with you. Silent 
Hill 2 is a psychological horror in the 
truest sense of the term, and an essential 
experience for anyone that has even the 
slightest sense of fondness for the genre.

Graphic by Allan Skinner

Silent Hill 2: Psychological horror that 
stays with you long after the credits
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Marie Ducote
COLUMNIST

Chvrches (Churches) are back with 
their fourth album “Screen Violence.” The 
Scottish synth pop trios’ first album since 
2018’s “Love Is Dead” shows that they can 
still make electrifying music with a twist. 

“Screen Violence” is the band’s most 
conceptual album to date with a horror 
movie theme. There is this sense of 
eeriness that prevails throughout the 
album. You never know what the next 
song will be about. Lead singer Lauren 
Mayberry’s songwriting is at its finest on 
this album. The songs are amplified by 
the electronic elements done by the other 
two members Iain Cook and Martin 
Doherty.

The opening of this album kicks off 
with the song, “Asking For A Friend;” it 
starts off with this buzzing sound that 
gets louder until Mayberry’s voice comes 
in. In this song Mayberry sings about 
her regrets in life and wondering if the 
people she has wronged can ever forgive 
her. She’s acknowledging her mistakes 
and wants to get better. This can be seen 
at the beginning of the song when she 
sings, “And the songs I wrote ‘bout hearts 
I broke/Would never come for free/I 
cheated and I lied/But I meant it when 
I cried.” Towards the end of the song 
there is this sense of hopefulness when it 
explodes into an array of synth, and the 
lyrics start to be about moving on from 
one’s mistake. “The past is in the past/It 
isn’t meant to last.” She wants to let go of 
the past and move on to what the future 
may hold.

“Violent Delights” has this haunting 
quality to it. The vocals echo and at 
some points it feels like Mayberry is 
fighting for her voice to be heard against 
the instrumentals. The vocals are clean 

and crisp. At times the singing is very 
robotic. Lyrics such as,”A photograph will 
steal your soul,” are sung in a monotone 
way. It makes the chorus of the song 
much more effective. This jolt of energy 
comes in when Mayberry sings,”These 
violent delights/Keep creeping into my 
nights/And they’re reading my rites.” My 
personal favorite song is the ‘80s goth 
rock inspired, “How Not To Drown,” 
featuring The Cure’s frontman Robert 
Smith. “How Not To Drown,” has this 
piano playing throughout it giving the 
song this ominous feeling. Mayberry and 
Smith’s voices complement each other 

when they duet on the bridge, ”Tell me 
how/It’s better when the sun goes down/
We will never escape this town/I wasn’t 
scared when he caught me, look what 
it taught me.” This song shows that the 
band is not afraid to wear influences 
on its sleeves. “Screen Violence” is at its 
strongest when it has these odes to ‘80s 
electronic and goth music.

“Screen Violence has a 
much darker sound than its 
predecessors. This album 
shows that Chvrches is 
evolving. ” 
The most on the nose horror theme 

track is, “Final Girl.” Mayberry in this 
song questions if being in a band was the 

right choice, “And it feels like the weight 
is too much to carry/I should quit, maybe 
go get married.” “Final Girl” also has this 
claustrophobic feeling to it. As the song 
gets closer to finishing the listener 
wonders will she survive? The song plays 
out like a horror movie, “In the final cut/
In the final scene/There’s a final girl/And 
you know that she should be screaming.” 
This track does a great job of evoking an 
atmosphere with its change of sound 
throughout. 

“Screen Violence” has a much darker 
sound than its predecessors. This album 
shows that Chvrches is evolving. The 
album is at its best when it is embracing 
something new. Chvrches, like all of us, 
are growing and maturing. They are not 
afraid to embrace the past, present and 
future. 

Madelyn Myer
SPORTS EDITOR

For a movie that I was extremely excited 
to see, “Dune” did not live up to the hype. 
For weeks all I heard about was “Dune,” 
whether I was watching interviews on 
YouTube or scrolling on social media. 

My friend and I were excited to see it 
because of the cast and my love of science 
fiction-type movies. The critic reviews 
were also fairly favorable which got me 
even more excited to watch the movie, so I 
was disappointed when it didn’t live up to 
my excitement. 

Despite the massive press for the movie 
with actors Timothée Chalamet and 
Zendaya, the latter was in the movie for all 
but five minutes. 

Her character appeared in Chalamet’s 
character’s dreams but wasn’t introduced 
officially until the end of the film. She 
barely had any lines. 

Aside from my grievances about the 
lack of Zendaya, the overall film was not 
my cup of tea. I almost fell asleep two 
times during the film, which should not 
have been the case for a sci-fi adventure 
movie. I don’t want to call it completely 
boring, but there were just moments 
that dragged on without anything 
exciting happening or any development 
whatsoever. 

There were also moments that were 
hard to hear because the soundtrack was 
louder than the characters talking. And 
there were moments that went from too 
dark to too light, which is why I think I 
never actually fell asleep. 

If someone asked me the plot of the 

film, I would simply tell them they’d have 
to watch it themselves to understand. 
My first hint should have been after I 
watched the trailer and still couldn’t figure 
out what the main plot was about. Still, 
I disregarded that and watched the film 
anyway.  

I feel like I may have to watch the old 
“Dune” or read the book to fully grasp 
and maybe appreciate the film more. I felt 
like the audience was just thrown right in 
expecting to understand everything about 

the emperor and different societies within 
the film. And since I didn’t know, some 
portions of the film left me confused. 

I know there is a second part coming 
out in 2023 that may do a better job, but 
if it’s anything like the first, I don’t think I 
want to see it. 

On the plus side, the casting did live 
up to the hype. Chalamet’s performance 
was great as were Rebecca Ferguson’s and 
Jason Momoa’s. Momoa’s character was 
my favorite and his fight scene was the 

highlight of the film in my opinion.
The visuals and settings in the film were 

also great. The director did a good job of 
making the film come to life, I just wish 
there would have been more clarity and 
action. 

I would give “Dune” a 5/10. It’s 
not terrible, but I would not watch it 
again. After looking forward to it for so 
long, I came out of the theater feeling 
disappointed. 

Graphic By Meg Norwood 
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“How was Homecoming 
for you?”

Sounding Off is a section devoted to the voice of students. Views 
expressed in Sounding Off do not reflect those of UL Lafayette 
administrators, faculty, staff or other students.

Photos and interviews by Malik Jones.

 SOUNDING

OFF

Maurice Spain
KINESIOLOGY  JUNIOR

“It was nice.”

John Cotton
GENERAL STUDIES  SENIOR

“Homecoming was fun. 
Simple as that my G.”

Tonya Quebedeaux
CHILD AND FAMILY STUDIES  JUNIOR

“It was amazing! The 
game was great at the 
beginning!”

Ethan Hew
KINESIOLOGY  SENIOR

“It was good! I had a lot 
of fun and the football 
was really fun!”

Jayven Brown
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING  SENIOR

“It was neutral and busy. 
Yeahhh…”

John Dickson
GENERAL STUDIES  SENIOR

“I did homework. Solid 
weekend.”

Amelia Jennings
MANAGING EDITOR

College is about finding yourself, and 
discovering who you can be without 
your parents’ influence. And you meet all 
sorts of people. I have met Communists, 
staunch Libertarians, asexuals, 
hypersexuals, druggies and the shortest 
women I have ever seen. 

I was lucky enough to go to a small 
private school where I got an excellent 
education, but by that same token, I was 
sheltered from meeting a wide variety of 
people, given that a lot of my classmates 
had a similar background, and most of us 
were white. 

I was also exposed to a small corner 
of the internet that acted as an echo 
chamber for what I wanted to hear. I 
learned that all conservative republicans 
are evil and that Christians are horrible 
bigots, and that they often go hand-in-
hand. 

Then, in May of 2020, I met a man 
who I connected with instantly. We both 
loved fencing, dragons, Irish folk music, 
Phantom of the Opera, adventure novels 
and adventures and sex.

We talked for hours every day, but then 
it came out that I was a liberal agnostic, 
and he was a libertarian, conservative 
Christian, who came from a home with 
that same label, and it was scary.

I had recently come to terms with 
being non-binary, and I am also bisexual. 
I was so worried that he was going to 
hate me, but he didn’t. He told me that he 
loved me for exactly who I am, if I would 
promise to do the same. 

Things started to deteriorate when 
I called him an idiot for not believing 
in evolution and because he didn’t see 
the world the way I did. I belittled him. 
Honest to God, I don’t know why he is 
still with me, but I thank God every day 
for it. For a long time, I thought men who 
showed any sort of emotion were foolish 
and weak, and I would bully them for it. 

I stole things. I was rude and 
dismissive. I hurt people, not just my 

wonderful Mikey, with my words and 
actions. I was not a good person. I 
blamed trauma, and while that does play 
a part, I have to take responsibility for my 
actions. 

And now, I am Christian myself, after 
a long process of feeling conflicted, 
confused and worried, I have accepted 
Christ into my heart. It is a strange thing, 
but I have a moral compass now. I care 
about how my actions affect other people. 

I am not saying that being a Christian 
is a cure-all for my past actions, and I 
am not a perfect person, but I feel like a 
better person. 

And, contrary to popular belief among 
some of my friends, I did not do this for 
Mikey. I tried that once, and it did not 
go well. This is for me, and it makes me 
happy. I finally have a better grasp on the 
kind person who was buried inside of 
me, and I have a feeling of peace because 
I know that God is watching over me, 
and keeping me safe. 

“Every word of God proves true; he is a 
shield to those who take refuge in him:” 
Proverbs 30:5. 

But, I am still aware that I have a lot 
of forgiveness to beg for. From God, and 
those that I have hurt with my actions. 
This is absolutely not a cure-all, but for 
me, it is a step in the right direction. 

I realize that I have gone a different 
direction from most of those who enter 
college, given that I was never raised 
religiously, but I am honestly okay with 
that. My parents let me choose my own 
path, and for that I am grateful. 

I am still liberal. I am still bisexual. I 
am still me. 

I am all the things that previously 
defined me, but with a little bit more of 
an open mind, and an open heart. 

I know that my path is different from 
everyone else’s, but I am glad that I have 
chosen this one. 

“For God so loved the world that he 
gave his one and only Son, that whoever 
believes in him shall not perish but have 
eternal life:” John 3:16.

Photo by Amelia Jennings / The Vermilion
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